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A Good Mother - Part II

Children,

I wish you could remember the moment when you were in the arms of your earthly mother in an act
so similar, like when the little Jesus was in My Arms.

What a treasure God gives us through you, when once when you were little, you could be in the
arms of your mother!

What a special and intimate moment God granted us, that you could feel the maternal warmth of
your mother, and your mother could feel the unconditional surrender of her little child!

In this relationship, of mother and child, is built the true spirit of the family and it is this spirit that
allows, in later experiences, to build love and solidarity among beings.

Today, as Mother of all mothers, I come with this example because we are facing a humanity that
completely lost the spiritual values of motherhood.

But if by means of prayer, today and the days to come, all the mothers of the world unite to Me,
under the feminine spirit of the Holy Motherhood, they will allow the great Mother, among all the
mothers, to intercede for the young mothers who today gestate their children and are tempted by the
adversary to get rid of life.

If together, as spiritual mothers and mothers of all our children, we unite in this perfect alliance of
mothers of God, one day we will generate that consciousness so necessary to respect, love and
protect the new life that is arriving.

Today I only ask for mothers to remember their first delivery and the preparation for that moment.

How important it is for the Creation to bring life to the world, just as I brought Jesus as a light for
humanity!

May today, be born again, that blessed spirit of motherhood that God conceived in each feminine
being and that in these crucial times will be indispensable, because many more hearts will seek the
comfort and affection of a mother on Earth.

I invite you, dear mothers, to the renewal of that intimate feminine principle of Creation.

A good mother keeps in her interior the purpose of the life she once gestated, and she is the keeper
and guardian for this purpose to be fulfilled in the soul that she once brought into the world.
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The spiritual mission of mothers, united to God, is a broad mission, more than it seems, because a
good mother is that intermediary consciousness between her children and God. God granted that
authority to the Virgin Mary and, consequently, to all mothers who are sincerely united to Her
Maternal Heart.

In these times, all children of God must remember the mission that each earthly mother has fulfilled
before the Universe when she brought her own child into the world.

This is reason to rekindle in souls the spirit of Motherhood, which will protect the children from the
attacks of the adversary.

I want to leave you, to finish, the words that little Jesus once expressed to Me in His first years of
life, words that affirmed in My interior that I should, as Mother of all, do what is possible and
impossible to save My children from perdition.

And Jesus, once, being a child declared to Me the following words as a simple prayer:

Oh sweet Mother!
tender Comforter of those who are afflicted.
Tireless servant who donated and delivered
Your Most Pure Virgin Womb to Creation.

Oh kind Mother!
Who welcomes those who suffer,
Who perseveres in Your pure Faith,
Who does not rest until You can have
the last of Your children in your arms.

Oh Mother of charity!
Who does good wherever You go,
Who performs miracles and grants
graces to all of Your children.

From now, Purest Mother,
You will be the Queen and the Lady of all mothers,
so that in this humanity
all learn, one day,
for the work of Your Grace, to truly love,
just as You love us unconditionally.

With these words I thank you for responding to My maternal call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


